
ANSWERS To Your COMMON LAW Concerns 

1) Why do we need to use the scary language like CONSTABLE and 
GRAND JURY ? 

    A) ANSWER - Because it is the language of the Constitution 
PLUS the 1992 Scalia Supreme Court Ruling. 

------- 
2) What if no lawyer will back us and no way to get to Supreme 
Court in case of Gov pushback ? 

    B) ANSWER – No lawyer is required to file a briefing with 
the Supreme Court. A Constable or Justice of Peace may do that.
There will be an attorney used at the Appellate Court level for
Document Filing.

--- 
3) Can't we just come up with another Plan to try to keep under
the radar of the Left ? 

   C)  NOT A CHANCE ! - MN Gov officials and their Partners are
already closely monitoring ANY TWP resistance, because there 
has been some over solar, covid etc. and will simply pass new 
laws as we go along. When the Biden crew gets done with the 
Supreme Court in a couple of years, the only Constitutional Law
you will have is what the Citiens agree to follow. So design 
one at the local level that you can live with

--- 
4) So then why even bother to bring the heat against us full 
bore with the Constitutional Plan ? 

    D) Because we need to follow the best system ever devised 
by man, based on the Bible and as the Agenda 21 boys are 
finding out, has become a major hurdle in fully implementing 
their Plans which they fully admit. Reinventing the wheel only 
causes confusion because you will have to design it as you go 
along. Common Law is clearly laid out and many states are 
already using pieces of it like CONSTITUTIONAL COUNTIES, 
CONSTABLES etc 

             (SEE MORE ON REVERSE SIDE) 



5) Are we really as threatened as some claim or are the fears 
way overblown giving us time to negotiate. Can we afford to 
hope that the Elections will save us ? 

     E) Conservative media in MN is telling us that Walz is 
considering appointing illegals to fill police vacancy spots 
directly answerable to the Governor. Illinois recently 
announced that. Unlike us, they have at least 80 sheriffs who 
will resist certain unconstitutional rulings.  WE DO NOT HAVE 
THAT IN MN. 

--- 
6) DO WE HAVE ANY BACKUPS OR GUARANTEES ? 

    F) DID THE FOUNDERS ??   NO !    No Supreme Court, No 
Precedence, In fact they were occupied by British soldiers at 
the time with many living in private homes.
-- 

7) WHY IS TIME OF THE ESSENCE ? 

    G)  Well how about Walz plans for replacement police 
mentioned above ?. The Dems have been planning this PUBLICLY 
since George Floyd. Ch 5 in Cities told how MN  Gov were 
considering UN Police and even brought some in to do studies.  
Also, Ottertail County Regional Planner, WCI discussed that at 
length on their website and in the newspapers. 

  THE SOONER YOU GET CONSTABLES ESTABLISHED, MAYBE EVEN 
PARTNERING WITH OTHER TOWNSHIPS, WILL ALLOW YOU TO BEGIN 
SIGNING UP CITIZEN VOLUNTEERS TO HELP WITH EMERGENCIES-   NO, 
NOT A STANDING ARMY !!!!! AND ALSO WORKING WITH OUR SHERIFFS IF
POSSIBLE, 

    THERE ARE ALSO PLANS TO SET UP CITIZEN PANELS TO HELP 
OVERSEE SUCH A PROJECT TO KEEP CONSTABLES AND OTHERS IN LINE 
WITH THE MAJORITY OF CITIZENS 

------------------------ 
PLEASE FOLLOW OUR WORK AT : 

 <https://saveyourcities.com/constitutional-common-law/> 

https://saveyourcities.com/constitutional-common-law/

